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Kentucky-Cloudy and mild 0
with some showers tonight
and Thursday. becoming colder in central and west porlions iii the afternoon and at
night.
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YOUR PROGRESSIVE H 0 ME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

Murray, Kentucky, Wednesday Afternoon, Dec. 15, 1948
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3.10 Inches - •
Falls In County LOCAL STUDENTS
During 24 Hours ENROLLED AT
Heavy rains swelled rivers and
streams in this area yesterday and

INDIANA U.

Students Pnrolled at Indiana Unitelay with what is thought to be
this semester include James
versity
inches.
of
3
10
rainfall
record
a near
The state highway department has Edwin Collie, Sr.; Jean Lowe Ryan,
closed temporarily a number of Lamar Arthur White, and James

A

•
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EMPTY STOCKING DRIVE
NEEDS CLOTHING
The Empty Stocking campaign in
Murray has sent out a call for
more clothing for its Christmas
stockings. Accot ding to leaders in
the drive enough toys have been
received. but will still be accepted.
The big need now is for clothing
of any kindA truck will pick up clothing all
over town on Thursday afternoon
at 1:00 p.m. Anyone having clothing to donate is asked to have it
ready for the truck by that time.
The drive was planned to provide
toys and clothing this Christmas
for underpriviliged children.

Beynard Whitnell, Murray.
Enrollment in the Indiana etate
school, which has campuses at
Bloomington and Indianapolis and
eight centers situated throughout
the state, is composed of 14.414
full-time and 8,717 part-time students. Despite its enrollment increase, amounting to 23 per cent in
the past two years. the University
through an extensive guidance and
"Hurry. hurry. hie
chented
counseling system seeks to. give
Postmaster Harry I. Sledd today in
individualized attention to each
a final • warning to tardy mailers
student.
of traditional Yuletide greetings.
All Christmas cards for local delivery should be. on their way at
least a week before Christmas. he
said
"If your Christmas cards aren't
in the mail pickup boxes by Friday
night, some may possibly not be
delivee-ed until after Christmas
Day," the Postmaster declared.
"Don't risk disappointing your
Spencer Hackett. father of Jewell
Hackett former city patrolman was friends Remember. Christmas isn't
injured Monday when he was struek really Christrnag-afterward."
With holiday mailings all across
by an automobile that was backing
the nation reaching an all-time
out of a pat-kit/a space.
According to witnesses Mr. Hack- peak this year. the Postmaster reett was crossing the street when ported that heavy shipments of
ilhe accident occurred Apparently out-of-town mail for local deliver
the person who was backing out, are already rolling in.
By the time the last weary mail
did not know Oat he had truck
Mr Hackett because he drove off. carrier has gone home to take off
Hackett suffered bruises and was his shoes on Christmas Eve. approximately 500.000 Christmas cards
not hospitalized.
and packages will have travelled
through the local post office, he
estimated.
Your out-of-State holiday mail
should have been posted last Friday. December 10, the Postmaster
pointed out. If you still have a few
the
Christmas greetings from
Christmas cards for distant friends
White House are on the way to
The fifth annual Midwest Col- and relatives on hand, he advises
the one and one-half million Amerbasketball tournament will you to use airmail.
legiate
forces
armed
in
the
icans now
Wednesday December 29
on
begin
dehis
President Truman and
and end on January 1, 1949 at
fense chiefs sent their holiday
Terre Haute, Ind Murray State
messages early because about 500,
College is scheduled to play in this
000 soldiers, sailors and sit men are
ST. LOUIS LIVESTOCK: Hogs
tournament on Thursday December
now stationed overseas.
12.000, salable 8500. uneven, under
p
m
will
Their
30
at
opponent
900
Along with wishing the GI's a
320 lbs steady to 2.5c lower. Heavbe Connecticut State
happy holiday, the Prestdent paid
Murray won the tournament in ier weights steady to 2.5c higher,
tribu!c to them as ambassadors of
sows mostly 50c lewer. Bulk good
1944
good will. and messengers of the
and choice 130-170 lbs.' 22.25-2250;
tournament
of
The
is
a
project
American ideals of democracy.
the Terre Haute Junior Chamber few 130-150 lbs up to 22.75; 180-230
lbs. 21.50-22.25: several lots topped
of Commerce.
at 2250; 240-300 lbs 20.25-21.25;
few up to 21.50; some 300 to 325
RUSSIA FINALLY GIVES
lbs. 1973-20; good. sows 400 lbs
UP BORROWED SHIPS
down 18-19.25: over 400 lbs. 16.75WASHINGTON -- Acting Secre- 17.25: stags 15 down.
There v.ill be prayer. meetihg tary at State Lovett says Russia
Cattle 4300. salable 3500. Calves
at the Coldwater Baptist Church finally has _agrced to return 31 1200. all salable. Steers slow, a few
night, also ships which were loaned to her by early deals in line with Tuesday's
Wednesday
every
preaching every Sunday A singing the United States during the war. late break at 24.75-25.75 on good.
will be held each Saturday.
The announcement came as a sur- Medium replacement steers 21;
The pastor, Becken Garland in- prise since the United States has heifers and mixed yearlings slow,
vites all to attend the singings and been trying to get Russia to return little done. Cows opened about
the services
the ships for many months.
steady with Tuesday's close or
25-50c under early. Common and
medium beef cows 17.50-19; canners and cutters 13.50-17: bulls 25c
lower. Medium to good 19.50-22.50:
cutter and common 16.50-19: choice
vealers steady to $1.50 lower. Practical top 35; with a few • 3.5.5036.50; common and medium vealers steady to $1 lower at 19-28.
roads and bridges due to the heavy
rain.
The department said roads flooded in a number of areas through
out Kentucky. The roads are expected to be reopened today.
Motorists have been warned that
roads everywhere throughout the
state are slick and that visibinty
is generally poor.
Many bottom 4elds in Calloway
county have been flooded which
ruined any corn or popcorn that
has not been harvested. According
to S. V. Foy about fifty per cent
of the bottom corn has been
brought in. The corn can be fed to
hogs but that is about all, he said.
The Sheriffs office reports that
no damage or accidents have been
reported that might have been caused by the rain.
Streets in the city of Murray
were,flooded with water this morning and last night. The amount
of water was FO great that storm
sewers could not handle the volume. Water was bubbling out of
manhole covers on Twelfth etree
this morning to a heighth of about
eight inches.
Chief of Police Burman Parker
reported no damage done in the
city.

TRUMAN'S CARDS
AMOUNTED TO
1 1-2 MILLION

Postmaster Warns
Tardy Mailers

SPENCER HACKM
STRUCK MONDAY
BY AUTOMOBILE

Annual Midwest
Collegiate
Tourney Dec. 29

LIVESTOCK

•

Services To Be
At Coldwater

Clements Back At
Desk in Frankfort
Frankfort-GoVernor. Earle

the state capitol yesterday fur the
first time in several weeks.
He had ber•zi out of the capitol
since October 27th because of a
kpee injury. The governor injured
his knee while on an inspection
tour of a state prison and again on
October 28th while campaigning
for the Democratic party in Western Kentucky.
He was treated in a Frankfort
hospital and then spent several
weeks recuperating and conducting
his business affairs from his study
in the executive mansion in Frankfort.
The governor was still on crutches when he walked into his office
yesterday afternoon.
But the leg injury hasn't kept the
governor confined to Frankfort. He
was able to make a trip to his home
in Union County to vote and last
week he went to Louisville to tell
the county judges the state will
have a record amount of money
for rural roads next year. Immediately, afterward he left for Washington where he attended the Gridiron Club dinner Saturday night.

LOCAL BREEDERS
HAVE CATTLE
SIFIED
sev2ra1 breeders of registered
Jecsny cattle in Kentucky. including7 E. F. Warren and Sons, Hickory

Murray State Teachers Colloge,
Moray
SeV 'n Sons Farm, Loretto
G. B. Scott, Murray
J. B. Rothrock, Paducah
Glean L. and W. L. Titsworth.
Paduc.th have just had their herds
classified for type under the program of The American Jersey Cattle Club, as announced from its
headquarters in Columbus. Paul
Jack, ,n of Wilmington. Ohio, an
offki 1 classifier for the Cattle
Clee, made the classification on
these herds.
4 the Jersey Herd Classification program each animal inspected
is compared for type with the
breed's score card which allots 100
poilits as 'a perfect score. Ratings
are given to each animal by the
designation of perfect score. Ratings are given to each animal by
the designation of Excellent, Very
Goad. Good Plus, Good. Fair or
Poor depending on the number of
points each animal would rate on
the score card.
AL sullen/kis owned by 7 Jersey
Breeders were type rated and averaged 85 40 per cent. This score exceeds the average rating of 82.85
per cent for all animals classified
in the Jersey breed and these
LOUISVILLE-An average price breeders were congratulated on the
herds.
per hundred pounds of $4669 was type Of cattle in their
recorded by the 26 burley tobacco
BASKETBALL
marlsets selling leaf yesterday.
Louisville Manual 55 Fern Creek
The figure represerts a d'-op of
almost a dollar from the previous 40
day's average Total sales yesterday Louisville Male 50 Crestwood 34
Calhoun 43 Central City 40
came to 11.690000 pounds, for total
Barbourville 42 *illiamsburg 37
receipts of $5.568.000.
Anchorage 56 La Grange 31
Highest
average market was
Corbin 44 Lynn Camp 26
Richmond, at $5083. London was
Middlesboro 40 Lone Jack 39
next at $48.78: and Lexington third
Harlan 34 Evarts 18
at $4860 Maysville averaged $46.24.
Cumberland 38 Benham 28
For the eight-state belt as a
Scottsville 55 College High 41
whole, burley tobacco sales TuesIrvine 39 Madison Central 36.
day were characterized by weaker
prices for some low to good leaf Versailles 39 Georgetown 31
Cayce 49 Fulton 31
and low and fair tip grades as cornBrewers 71 Hickman 45
parded with the previous day.
Frances 48 Lyon County 30
The declines were from $2 to 81
Clinton 39 Benton 37
per hundred The larger decreases
Barlow-Kevil 52 Heath 34
were centered on the low qualities.
Covington Holmes 65 Erlanger 30
Volume of sales continued heavy
Paris 40 Bracken County 29
on all markets Estimated deliverAshland 28 Olive Hill 20
ies to the as.oeintions: by markets,
Maysville 40 Augusta 34
ranged from 2 to 20 per cent of
Bowling Green 54, Franklin Simthe baskets auctioned.
pson 46.

BURLEY PRICE
IS $46.69 PER
HUNDRED POUNDS

ELI7ARETH'S BABY
Keollle•Y College Basketball
CHRISTENED TODAY
Score
LONDON-Princess
Wittenberg 72 Georgetown 61
Elizabeth's
baby, Prince Charles, is being
Cincinnati 81 Kentucky Weslechristened at Buckingham Palace yan 46.
this morning with water from the Games Tonight
River Jordan. The ceremony will
Western at Eastern
be private. attended only by a few
Louisville at Washington 1St
close members of the Royal family. Louis).

Popular Couple To Have
56thWeddingAnniversary
Saturday December 18
•

•

Mr. and Mrs. T. 0. Turner will
celebrate their 56th wedding anniversary on Saturday December 18.
They were married on that day in
1892 in Trigg county. Both Mr.
Tugper and Mrs. Turner were born
in 1872, with Mr. Turner being one
hundred thirty seven days older
than Mrs. Turner.
Mr. Turner
is well known
throughout the state of Kentucky,
both as a business man an as a
Senator from the Third District.
lie was elected to the Senate in 1928 and served for a period of twelve
years HP has been in business for
over fifty two years and has served
as undertaker, automobile dealer,
hardware dealer and last as a leader In the mercantile business.
Mr. and Mrs. Turner at one time
operated a resort st Cerulean
Springs which was very popular at

CHRISTMAS PROGRAM AT
COLES CAMP GROUND
A Christmas program will be
presented
by the Coles Camp
Ground M. Y. F. at the church, Decthat time.
ember 22, at 7:00 p. m. Everyone
The good that Mr. Turner has
is cordially invited.
done in this county is almost a
legend. He has always contributed
•
to worthy causes and is known
for his ability and resourcefulness
in community drives. He has headed the Cripple Children's drive
for many years. His work to ease
the lot of the farmer is well known.
He is still fighting for more and
better farm to market roads.
Mrs. Turner, still lovely on her
fifty sixth wedding anniversary, is
well known for her friendly smile
and gracious manner.
They moved to Murray. in 1924
and have lived here since that time.
Mr. Turner is always singled out
by Vice President Alben Barkley
on. his visits to Mutray, as Mr.
Barkley is usually the recipient of
a Kentucky ham from Mr. Turner.

More Shopping
Days
airis• tinas

Prik:W

HOLLYWOOD (RAZE-Newcomers Robert Arthur and
Betty Lynn, soon to be seen together in "Mother Is a Freshman," play a round o! Motlopoly while there's a lull in shoot.ng scenes at 20th Century-Fox studios The real estate game
hem ranle...• ••••/..
•• tto• 1040•4 43.-01..mrwr1 tad.

•

The opening s.les for the 1948
crop of Dark fired tobacco has been
set for Monday January 3, 1949, according to local tobacco officials.
All five of Murray's aucticn sales
wareheuees will. begin receiving
tobacco for the opening sales at 7:00
o'clock on Friday morning December 31.
Giuwers havo been cautioned to
exercise care in having 'their to.
bacco in proper keeping ccndition
when delivered, so as to take advantage of the best Prices.
Government prices this year are
higher than last year.
Murray is the largest market in
Western Kentucky for dark fired
tobacco -and has consistently led
in volume of sales and highest ave.
rage price paid.

C..l atAs

Clements was back at his desk in j

V-;. .% No. 153
,•

Floors Will
Receive Tobacco
Friday Dec. 31

Over Three Inches Rain Last Night(

for

e•

Wholesale Food
Prices Drop
Wholesale food prices are reported to have gone down again.
The price reporting firm of Dun
and Bradstreet in New York says
wholesale food prices have dropped
to the lowest level since June 10tn.
194
2nd surveys shows that retail
meat prices have gone down from
12 to 17 per cent since late last
summer. The National Association
of Retail Grocers in Chicago says
grocers have cut prices 17 per cent
as wholesale costs went down. But
the full wholesale drop has not
been passed . on to customers. A
spokesman for the grocers says the
retail price drop has not been as
great as the wholesale drop because retail stores have many expenses besides the cost of meat.
The
Agriculture
Department
checked up on food costs by asking 267 families in Birmingham.
The Soviet secior of Berlin is Alabama, about their food bills. The
reported crippled today by self- families represented a cross section
inflicted wounds.
of income groups.
Newspapers backed by the West-, • The survey showed the Birmingern powers report that hundreds,I ham people paid an average of six
of government workers in East Ber-! dollars and 61 cents per person on
lin have been fired for refusing to food each week last winter. They
spent an average of 37 per cent if
sign loyalty pledges.
The stori say most of the purg- i their income for food.
ed employe\live in the West sec.,:
tors and ar finding jobs there. 1
Some agencies in the Soviet part
of the capital are raid to be virtuButter 450,053 lbs. market steady.
ally paralyized by the flow of workers to the West.
93 score 64; 92 score 64: 90 score
Hardcst hit is said to be the re- 63 1-2: 89 score 63 Carlots 90 score
ceiving room of a telegraph agency 64. 89 score 63
which normally employs 60 perEggs browns and whites mixed)
sons. Only six are on duty there 14. 091 cases, market firm. Extras
now. Public health and social wel- 70 to 80 per cent A 53 to 54: extras
fare offices are reported short on 60 to 70 per cent A 52 to 53; standmanpower as a result of the resis- ards 47 to 50: current receipts 47
tance movement against Red al- to 47; dirties 40 to 42; checks 36 1-2
legiance pledees.
to 37

PUERTO RICO'S NO 1 MAN - Don Luis Munoz Marin,
recently elected Governor of Puerto Rico, and his two
daughters, Vivian (left) and Victoria, at their little home
n Rio Piedras on the outskirts of San Juan Munoz Marin
s the first native Governor elected in the 500 years Of the
Island's history and will take office Jan 2. 1949.

Inauguration
Train Will Carry
200 Passengers
The Inaugaration
train
that
leaves Louisville at 2:00 p m. oi
January 18 will deposit its passengers in Washington. D. C. the following morning at 8:15 a.m. according to F. E Osborn of the Passenger Department of the Chesapeake
and Ohio Railway He said that the
train will leave Washington at 6:00
p.m. on January 21 and will arrive
in Louisville at 10:00 a.m. January 22.
The total cost of the trip on this
special train holding two hundred
persons will approximate $90.00 including hotel.
CHURCH HAS FOOD SALE
The Missionary Society of North
Pleasant Grove Church will sponsor a food sale Saturday. December
18, at the Western -Ante Store in
Murray. The proceeds from the
sale will go to the building fund
of the church.

SELF-INFLICTED
WOUNDS CRIPPLE
SOVIET SECTOR

Under The Capitol Dome
Uncle Sam is having increasing been released and about
and some 40 per cent of the hiring for
trouble getting the right Man for a half million hired. That's a turn- 'the federal government. All perthe right job in government.
over of six-million in three years, sons taken on must dear through
the central service. To the bureau
And the trouble is not only pay for only about two million jobs.
One reason for this, he believes, and department where The employe
scales, in the opinion of former
is the Unsatisfactory pee, adjust- goes, he': more often not merely a
president Herbert Hoover.
Proper salaries__ of coure, will ments congress has made in the name and a number, having filled
civil serve:e requirements.
help. Or so. the ex-president told past few years.
Mr. Hoover would change all that.
The former president is inclined
ea senate committee holding hearings on proposals to up the wages to believe congress has just about He would have the hiring done on
remedied the situation among low- a personali?cci basis, each departof our top-level civil servants.
ment and agency hiring his own-e- But there was much Mr. Hoover bracket government ware earners.
to get specific skills for specific
left unsaid. Much that has been Ile estimat7s congress has upped
needs. In other words, the right
discovered by the commission he by about 50 per cent the salaries of
man.for the right job. In this way,
heads which is studying govern- those earning below .five-thousand
Mr Hoover feels recruits would be
ment reorganization. The senate dollars a year.
But congress, Hoover feels, has obtained who could be courted upcommittee hearing was not the time
nor the place for a lengthy discus- not done right by those earning On to rise in the department reel
build careers with the government.
sion of the conditions the former above five-thousand. in face he
These men would be rewarded
says congress etv done very little
president found existed.
as they did better work, more efBut Mr. Hoover is firmly con- for them. Increzisk he says, at the ficient work-rather
than by mervinced we must build a real career best have been 15 per cent for those ely length
of service and passing
service in the government, if we're in the five-thousand end up brac- civil service
examinations.
ever to have 'efficiency ef we're kets.
The former president would not,
As a result, Uncle Sam-the bigever to get our full money's worth
abolish the civil service. But he
gest employer in the world--is
from federal workers.
would have it hire only the emWe mustn't count on attracting losing his best help to private in- ployes of its
own department nd
dustry.
high-priced executives from private
for the rest ef the government, the
industry. But we must build up
But there's much more than pay civil service would merely set
career men within the government. to be corrected. For one thing, he broad standards
for employment
And in doing thatethe former presi- feels, men must be recruited on a and see
that those etanderds are
dent believes the first evil we must merit basis oniy. They must be
re- not violated. Instead of being a cenattack is that of turnover.
,
warded for good work. And the in- tral
employment and clearing
The figures on government per- efficient employe should be
elimi- agency.
sonnel turnover are almost etribe- nated.
One other glaring evil is that in
lievable. For instance, the Hoover
More often than not that doesn't order to fal.1 in a certain pay classcommission has found that in the happen in the federal service
and ification. supervisory workers must
past three years, some three and a the former president says an
amaz- have a set number of persons on
half million government employes ing amount of dead .wood accumtheir staff. A smart supervisor who
have been released and about two ulates,
finds he can do with less, without
and a half million hired. That', a
As the first step in building a a speedup or withhout violating any
turnover of six-million in three real career service Mr. Hoover labor
rules, finds het; demoted and
years, some three and a half mil- would decentralize hiring.
drawing less pay. Ira actually
lion 1;overnment employes have
At present, the civil service does worked out. that war to Mlle
eased
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Tuesday. December 14
The Chettie Stokes Ladies Bible
Class o fthe First Methadist Church
will hold a covered dish luncheon
at th.! home of Mrs. E. A. Tucker,
South 9th St. An exchange of
gifts will be held.

W. PERCY WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
JAIILS C WILLIAMS, GENERAL MANAGER
rabbeted afternoons except Sunday at 103 North 4th St.. Murray. Ky
tared at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission rut
Second Claes Matter
•
-11113BSCHIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray. per week I5c, per
month, 45a. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $3 50, elsewhere 45 M.
_
RATIONAL FtWRESENTATIVE: WALLACE WITMER CO.. PO Stertck
'
Michigan
,
Suiten& Marrone. Teem.: 250 Park Ave New York'. 307 N
Ave. Cluaago; 110 Boylston St_ Boston.

'

Tuesday, December 14
Due to the holiday period, thc
Womans Council of the First
Christian Church will meet on this
day at 2:30 iytead of on December 21.

THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOC.ATION
Thursday. December 16
The next meeting of the Home
Departnirnt of the Murray Womans
Club has been postponed. The
group will meet in.aead with all
departments Friday evening, December 10-

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters lei the Editor'
or Public Yaks Denis whicb in our opinion are not for the best interest I
Of Cur mem
Wednesday Afternoon, December 1 5.

a

EEIZABUTICs B.tRIC'S NAME,
OIL STOVE CAUSES
IS 3LIDE PiDLIC
,
MUIR EIRE
Covington. Kentucky—A tiefecLandon—Bucitingliam Palace has
tive oil stove is .blarr.ed today for
announced' that Princess Elaaheta's
a 30-thousand dollar ftre that '
burned out the Interior cf the r.7w- :r.anah-ad son willbe earned CharBilvedre cafe near Covington last les Philip- Arthur George
night.
It was also disclosed 'that the
The fire was the secand t atrika pi .ea
yauraa.
The
the club tr. less than a Year
will be Itifrn:
ton:arrow
-as destroyed in a
establishment •
c.a.:. tja:eri Ellzabetri. Quee:
50-thousand dollar blaze last Feb:"
Faces. •Itargaret, the kine
roary The cafe was reopened in Mn
.71-a et
of Naiway. Prinar_
July
.alarcitioaess
Estimate of damage was made by Gr ee. tae Dcavager .
Chief Mord Me:stion of the In- of Milford-Haven. Lady ,Brabom-ne
And the Tharobreds are
dependence, Kentucky. fir a depart- :and the honorable David Bowlerhigh into the air in an effort
Lyon
inert
•

to

Big Melvin Devieese and Kentucky Wesleyan center. Bob Snedegar, jump
ge. Me initial Upon of the Murray beaketball season.

•

Homemakers Clubs
Schedule

I

ing ti
mornir
Rept;

Give your
clothes a
clean k
with 'a

•

•t,

;. 4131

KOA15

Prices Start at ;Fs2.95

ta?tm Jones. Rudolph Howard, Lee
Widiams, John Parker. A. B. Duaa
Glir.dell Reaves, Sue Clease.
Huff, J. B. Murphy. James Brown.,
Wilton Fort, awl Misses Bus Slit-I
chell, Fay Nelle Anderson and I
Oneida Ahart.
Hostesses were Miss Viviin Hale.I
Mr- flab Hule and Miss Mason.

,

Murray Applitnce

C3.
MAirray, Kentitt-.1y
Telepahtes 1171 and 8.51-Bd

•
NON A PRIVATE TRACK—Driving his personal 175-pound midget racing auto on a wood.
land track. five-year-old Tommy Marotta of Boonton, N J.. Is followed by his sisters, Jear
Marie, 6 (left), and Patricia. 8 Tommy once had state license plates, and achieved some
notorlety when he was haled into court recently and had the plates revoked. Now Lel.
stay on ,the property adjoining his dad's engine.:lng plant.
I i'Alisa Fa/ ;:ell Anderson. preside.
plea:aed over a shiat business sea-

3usiness Wornens
Group of Church
Has Potluck Supper

The 'Yhung Business Wornaas
Group of the First Baptist Chureit
met at the home of Miss Marilra
?dawn Monday even:rig at sig
o'clock far a pot luck supper ..nd
Christmas party.
delaoefut a 1.

(For
Maximum Results

1

1

The group then enjoyai a social
Lour during which the group exchanged gifts.
The guests list include the following visitors and members. M.
dames 4. G. Outland. Ray Broa.
field. Phil Mitchell, Alan McC
Elva Bailey. • Clarence Mitcht:1
Mort.- I. inb .1 MI( S Atitciwil. F

MOVING IN 40 STATES UNDER I.C.C.
All

Minimum Investment -

1.C.C. rat -s

arc not the s..me

PHONE PADUCAH 4833 COLLECT
Paducah, Ky.
216 Kent.lcky Aventre

Crating, Storage and Shipping

Try

11111111111111110111iaiiiiiIIP

TOBACCO GROWERS

The Classified
MY IlsE.A —
of a good Christmas
gift 2 year's suh..cription to the local daily
paper
TI1E
LEDGER & TIMES

Of (he

11•111111

The opening sales for the 1948 crop of dark fired tobacco has been set for Monday, January 3, 1949.
All five of Murray's auction sales warehouses will
begin receiving tobacco for the opening sales at 7 o'clock
Friday morning of December 3I at.

I
•

It is urged that growers exercise special care in having their tobacco in proper keeping condition, when delivered, to avoid penalizing effects of tobacco marked
''wet.''
Government prices are high this year --- higher than
last -year. Growers should cooperate with the Government in taking advantage of these high prices by having
their tobacco graded and offered for sale on auction war,
house floors.
These aregthe five large warehouse floors ill Murray
that have served dark fired producers in this section well
in the past, and are now 'ready to serve them ev..en-better
in the sale of the present crop:
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lawn.

Local and loing Dis nce Moving

Farris Loose Floor

Doran Loose Floor
A.

F. and•T.

C.

Doran

Bunnie and

Planters Loose Floor

Growers Loose Floor
Jack

Cecil Farris

Gus Robertson

Farmer

Outlands Loose Floor

LeLif-,--7 -0

former
son of
Knighl
Hurt I

This Christmas

Wed Leg. 15 at 1:30 p.m East ,
Side Club in home of Mrs. Thomas
Parker.
Thur. Dec. 18 at 1:00 pm Radio
r.Club-in home of Mrs. Hugo
on
lste
Cein
Wilson.
Fri. Dec. 17 at 10130 am. New
Concord Club in home of him
Charles Stubblefield.
Fri. Dec. 17 at 10:30 a.m. Paris
Road Club in home of Mn. Robert
Hendon.
Fii. Dec. 17 at. 1.30 pm. North
Murray Club in home of Mrs. Fred
ingles.

of ,

scree n!

nesttlY
can 01

con tea

Tues. Dec. 14 at 1:30 p.m. Lyia
Grove Club in home of Mrs. Joel .
Crawford.

i

gra(

New
better
teal vti

IERLIN BATH—It's tub time in Berlin as Frau von Schmude
washes down little Gudrun while Georg sits not too expectintly awaiting his turn. It's all done in the living room with
:he help of the kettle on the wood and coal-burning stove.
lespite the hardships they are glad to live in Western sector

Tues. Dec. 14 at 1:30 pm. Harris ,
Grove Club in home of Mrs. Codiel
Taylor.

0
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Wednesday, December 15
The United Daughters of the Confederacy will meet at 2:30 at the
home of Mrs. Neva Waters.

off
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Thursday, December 16
The Magazine' Club will meet
with Mrs. Hall Hood at 2:30. The
meeting date is a week earlier due
to the Christmas season.
The Business and Professional
Womans Club will met at the national Hotel. at 6:30 for a dinner!
meeting and a Christmas party.
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Jestae Bai nett were their son and! visiting with les brother Mr. and
daughter of Murray. Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Cluvus Byerly of the Pine
Odell Tutt and Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Bluff Highway.
Barnett and family. Mrs. Barnett
Mr. and Mrs. Brown Morris of
and daughter, Mrs. Tutt were shop- Detroit were recent visitors at the
pers in Paducah last Saturday.
home of their parents, Mr. end Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Arville Boyd and Bernet Willi..ms of Faxon and Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny McNealy of and Mrs. Johnny Morris of Murray.
Murray were Sunday visitors . in
I. J. H.
Ledbetter district at the home of
Mr. and MN. Earl Byerly, Sunday
Read the Classified Ads.
evening found Mr. and Mrs. ByeE22+

MURRAY LIVESTOCK COMPANY
Market Report
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock
SALES REPORT FOR DECEMBER 14, 1948
639

TOTAL HEAD SOLD

FANCY FIGURE—Canada's Barbara Ann Scott, Olympic figure skating champion, sails
gracefully over the ice at the Roxy Theater, New York, as she rehearses for her professional debut. The spectacular split Is ineluded in her dohnt

Faxon News
New members added to the Ledbetter Church as a result of the
teyivd1 which ended last Wednesttly night are: Mrs. Cumie Duncan of Hico, Lloyd Duncan, a lad
formerly of Detroit, Eldridge Colson of the Bottoms and Mr. Cecil
Knight of Spoon Grove. Mr Ted
Hurt of Ledbetter district was a
confessor of the Baptist faith during the ten days given there to
morning and evening services.
Reports from Vaneleave say that

our sick.friend, Mr. Tommy Peters
is decidely worse. His chronic condition took a bad turn Thanksgiving night and has since been growing more serious.
Mr. Dicky Peters, his brother of
Centralia, Ill., spent three days
last week at his bedside, while
relatives of Kirks Ridge have been
making frequent visits to his home.
Mrs. Joe Williams of Faxon was
out driving about the countyside
Saturday in search of a lost mule
that had been straying since the
latter part of the week.
The latest news from the Hale

Before you buy air Runge
.
CONE IN AND LET US GIVE YOU A C0MEWS
DIM ONSTR AT ION OF THE FAMOUS c.

a

Yors wall Bye with pose
Dew range a long time
-so we sugg•st you
shop and compare. See
the Tappan! There's a
wealth of conveniences
to make your kitchen
boors easier-more enjoyable_ tamous
for its beau'!, your new Tappan
will be duo envy 01 your friends.

4

•

CONE IR—,
00 OtLIOArtai
—OF COMM

OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

A1RLENE GAS COMPANY, Inc.
los North

Fourth Street

Phone 1177

Curtis W. Doran, District Manager
*.•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••OOOOO 111••••••

When You
Need
•

See Us About It!
LETTERHEADS
ENVELOPES
HANDBILLS
POSTERS
TICKETS
CANDIDATE CARDS
RULED FORMS
PRICE LISTS

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
WEDDING INVITATIONS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
RUBBER STAMPS
INFORMAL NOTE PAPER
BOOKLETS
CATALOGUES
LEDGER SHEETS
BANK CHECKS

LEDGER & TIMES
North Fourth Street

ince in America at the Town Hall, New York, on Wednesday, Dec. 15, is
irrival on Queen Mary, accompanied by Queen Alexandra and Crown

Telephone 55

own upon his
ce Alexander.

a night of vigilance Saturday in 1 her home in Murray Tuesday after Mo. Here they visited with her
family in Alton, Ill., brought in by the home of their sick relatives. a four day visit with her sister. Mrs.
HOGShusband Mr. Shekell who is now
Mr. Hudie Walker on his recent Mr. Tommy Peters Vancleave.
21.25
Jessie Barnett of Liberty district.
160 to 230 POUNDS
employed there, and old acquain;
visit to relatives of the last week
Mrs. Shekell speaks of a trip that lances. Mr. and Mrs. Shekell and
Herman Cols..n of the Bottoms
SOWS
18.25 Down
end, says that Mrs. Ethel Hale has
spent Saturday night on the Ridge she ai:d her daughter, Mrs. Estella family were once residents of Popbeen very ill.
with his friends, Dee and Pat Kirks. Stone and children, also of Mur- lar Bluff for a number of years.
Those reported on the sick list
Mrs. Harem Shekell returned, to ray te At recently to Poplar Bluff,
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs. lb
of Kirks Ridge last week were Mr.
Ira Tripp and Kay Hargrove small
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hargrove. Mr. Tripp was confined in
bed a few days ago with a swimming sensation in his head, while
the little Miss Hargrove spent severel restless niuhts due to high
temperatures.
The Rev, Mr. R. Noels and family
of Cadiz were supper guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Gamic Cunningham. Also present during the
evening meal was Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Cunningham, parents of the
host.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Burkeen of
Liberty distri.A entertanned company from Cadiz last Sunday. Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Clark, an aunt of Mrs.
Burkeen, were present.
Reports from Dexter say that a
new tobacco barn was erected, last
week on the farm of Mr. Durward
McKenny. His former one wa„s demolished by the last high winds
that swept through the countryside.
Mr. Rex Dowdy of Highway 94
spent last week harvesting corn for
Mr. Owen Billinglon of Murray.
The entertainment provided at
Faxon last Thursday night by Joe
Parker and his Sunshine Boys was
attended by Buel Downey of Lone
Oak Community.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Cunningham of
Highway 94, who were married a
10 Point Plaque
Owner
short while ago in Mississippi.
Av.arded by Nash Motor.
have chosen a plot of land in LiberW. H. FarkPr
ty district as a site for their new
home and the construction of the
same is now underway.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Buchanan are
reported to be building a new home
along the Pottertown Road. Mrs.
Buchanan was at one time the
teacher of Palestine school.
Rev. Eukley Roberts of Murray
mentions that he spent the past
holiday returning home from a trip
to Detroit.
Chance news of the day says that
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Barnett, formerly of these parts gave up their job
at the Western Kentucky St;-.te Hospital in Hopkinsville where they
mave worked for a great length of
Long, wide and only shoulder high! Completely aerodynamic, inside
ASIE MOTORS is proud to announce the award of the Nash 10 Point
time to become residents of Detroit,
and out. The only car in the world with Girder-Built Unit Bodyafter a stay of months there they
II Select Dealt, Plaque 16 !his outstanding dealer.
purchased a farm near Paducah
and-Frame . . . strong, safe and free from squeaks and rattles. The
To qualify for this award requires meeting 10 standards which are
and are now permanently settled
only car in the world with Cockpit Control and Uniscopo ... with
the highest in the industry today—encompassing every phase of a
once more on Kentucky Soil-.
Uniflo-Jet carburetion.
dealer's service to his customer—miles. service, financial resifonsibility,
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Puckett of
Individual coil springs on all four wheels ... Super Lounge Interiors
below.
described
qualifications
the
other
business methods and
Almo have now purchased the farm
... Weather Eye Conditioned Air for all-weather comfort ... Twin
lying directly opposite the Morris
We invite you to take advantage of these -outstanding facilities.
Convertible Beds available for quick naps and restful all-night sleep.
Grocery on Highway 94 from Mr.
Visit their modern set-lice department staffed with factory-trained
A great car—built by a great company and serviced by a great dealer
and Mrs. Paul Moitts. At the presniceIi an ic.s.
organization.
ent the rural home is accompanied
by Mr. and Mrs W. H. Cunningham
And in their luxurious showroom, gee the nation's newest car—the
See the Nash Alrflyte and get acquainted with your Nash 10 Point
who plan on locating in Kirksey at
Select Dealer. You'll agree with us they are fine people who do fine work.
sensational Nash Airflyte for 1949!
the expiration of this years rental.
A talk with Mr. W. H. Dowdy
THESE 0 POINTS OF ACHIEVEMENT MEAN YOU'LL ENJOY THE FINEST SERVICE AVAILABLE ANYWHERE
of Murray turned up the belated
news of his marriage which occurI. CAPITAL-Strong financial standing is proof that this
5. APPEARANCE-From the very first glance you'll like
In the specious showroom. It's large enough to avoid
red November 6. The bride was
the lookssof this progressive dealership. It's light, clean,
overcrowding ... especially designed to permit you to
out.tanding dealership is a •otind busine•s organization
Miss June Jewell of Concord.
-ready to meet your antomotive
attractive-a place you'll be happy to visit.
examine these fine cars from every angle.
,requirements today
and in the tomorrows to rome.
Young
psoples Sunday
The
6. SERVECI-Bring your ear in for any service you need.
S. USED CAR DISPLAY IACIUTIES -You'll likely find the
Here are factory-trained mechanics, modern tools and
School Class of Uninn Ridge Church
Select used car you want at this Nash dealer ... a good,
2. FLOOR SPACE -You'll find adequate floor spare for
equipment to provide fast, thorough work on everyclean car that will give you many miles of driving
met near Hardin last Saturday
your comfort in all departments-new cars...used cars,
adjustment
to
a
major
overhaul
on
thing
from
a
minor
pleasure. And you can look it over in comfort in the
service. parts tind accessories.
night at the home of their teacher,
any make car.
attractive used car department.
Mrs. Adell Collins for an evening
3. LOCATION-Located for your convenience ... easily
headquarters. Complete
7.
PARTS
-This
is
your
parts
10. ACCOUNTING-All business transactions are propof gay entertainment.
accessible from all .ection, of the city.
stocks of fartory•built and factory-approved parts and
erly recorded in-the Nash Standard Accounting Sy.tem.
As an excellent beginning to the
accessories are carried for all Nash models.
4. IDENTIFICATION-The approved Nash sign identifies
This mean# not only that the Accounting Department
evening of fun the girls engaged
is modern and Well organized, but that all transaction.
this dealership as the horn, of fine cars and friendly
a. NEW CAR SHOWROOM - Examine the new Nash
in candy making while the boys
with customers will be handled in a litosinesslike way.
"NM" Airflyte and the new Navh Ambassador Airflyte
service. Look foe the ai.tinctive Nash sign.
with
jig-saw
busied themselves
puzzles. Later, games chosen for the
occasion were set in motion along
with a ballot box of names to be
drawn in exchange of Christmas
presents.
Before the party ' ended, plans
were made for a Chrigtmas program at Union Ridge Church.
The Rev. Mr. Goebel Sullivan
and Mrs. Sullivan and son Paul of
Mayfield were in Lone Oak district
Saturday morning viewing the old
home place of Mrs. Sullivan and
seeking suitable cedars to use as
Christmas trees: Before returning
home they dinnered on Kirks Ridke
at the home of her sister, Mrs. Sally Williams.
Mrs. Sullivan who Is employed at
the Merits Clothing factory in Mayfield, says that the Clothing Concern has laid off a great number of
its employes during the recent past.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Houston and
Frank Kirks of Kirks Ridge spent

,
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CONGRATULATIONS TO

PARKER MOTORS
7th at Main Street
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PRINTING
•

ROYALTY ON TOUR—King Peter of Yugoslavia, who will make his first public appear-

20.00- 24.00
2000- 26.00
16.00- 19.00
11.00- 15.50
73.00- 230.00
34.00
.
32.50
27.50
700- 23.25

GOOD QUALITY FAT STEERS
BABY BEEVES
FAT COWS
CANNERS AND CUTTERS
MILK COWS. PER HEAD
FANCY .VEALS
NO. 1 VEALS
NO. 2 VEALS
THROWOUTS

RECEIVING THE NASH 10 POINTIWARD
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Club Netcs

Activities

AVF,DNESI)AY. DECEMBER 15, 1948

Locals

iN

CNN SANTA!

Weddings

EkiitAlf • - PHONE 374-M

Christmes carols.
Womans Club Has
The hostesses from the various
- - depertments cerieheted of
Joint Christmas
,Reth Ashmore, Verde Head. Herne
Party on Friday
Mon-or, Halene Hatcher. Margaret

I

Voice and Beauty
I.

ChanThe Deivotri 7.1S of the Murray Campbell. Charlotte Durkee.
Wirine,:es CIA, OZ.-. sit iimt o'clock lode Owen, and Mesdames E. J.
ie. the club house Beale, Glindell Reaves..0 L. Shur'
Friday
borough, Connie Ford W. J. Gibson',
for si soes Co:istneis party.
Forman Graham. Cermon Graharml
stoat business srsDurg
Myrtle Wall, Charles Farmer, Jeff
Mon. pro ,),:e-O ev.•:- be the presiFarris, Paul Gholson. Fred Gingles.
dent. Mr, Ce. .0 El Overbey. the C. A. Hale, H. T. Waldrop. T. C •
group siessesesi the
os cook books
Doran; L M Overbey, Glen Chardiovon and
whicl:
les, H. L. Oakley. Walter Baker.
Miss Fres..., s 5.• x , . NA as oppoe.t- Delvin Langston. B. F.
Berry% C
..s•
ed tre•osor,.
' R. McGavern. Richard Farrell, Jahn
Dur.ns •
--sees'e a most en- E. Scott and John Herman Trotter.
Soya- too.
hundred'
two
Approximately
l'••••
S Pr.'sentei cs209 (Theo
Mord- members were present including
ray-S:. re C
tea three- inc Simior class from the TrainII) 0 • ••
C c'
tog School who were special guests. I.
t 7.
tt 7.•
program

FOR SAL
sofa. CI
phone 58(

FOR SALI
mobile 4
drive. pe
1120-J S

WE GOTTA DATE

Niarguerite Hallum
NAVA Meets Tues.
1--h, Marguerite Helium YWA

If You Miss
RILEY'S
PRE-CHRISTMAS
SALE
We Both
Lose

of
tec Memorial Baptist Church met
;Tuesday night. December 7. at the
Thome of Mrs. Al Hewett on So
I 16th street.
Mrs. Wendell Rime spoke to the
• •up on the "Meaning and. For! the Lottie Moon Christmas
after a program on COnstmas In Other Lands.. The group sand Christmas carols
771i exchanged sifts 'by a beautiful' .y decorated tree.
The hostess assisted by Mrs, Hugh
Whitaker: serned delightful refreshments to the thirteen present.

Sold .4842 pounds of leaf for Mr. H. L.
Wyman for 52.850.84.
If you would like to sell, bring it in for

PUBLIC S
at 1 o'clo4
home pli
Lynn Gr,
road. Ma
attachmel
norrow. t
wage». r
coon fool
()Id, SIMI)
ming imc
Frigidaire
field plan
circulatin
not, two
range. di
hold and
W. Matte

at the
INTERNATIONAL DRESS-Frei:eh artist Mme. Basterreix
displays dress that bears all the II:- s of the United Nations.
The outfit took six months to cont:... to. Beneath the jacket
are flags of countries that have not Net been admitted to the

VARSITY
YES SIR, KIDS,Old Santa Claus is going
to be at the Varsity on

iwv,w1.41 44,44-varti7.-1144-4.44

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 18
at I :00 P. M.
IN PERSON -

Ps
DEApt
't

ADY

Frank Lancaster will present him to the children.
and Santa will tell all about the free.show that the
Varsity will give on Christmas eve.
Children will have 4he -opportunity to tell'Santa
what they want for Christmas, and arso Mr. Lancaster will tell about the Super Man Club which will
start on December 24.

4 G:RAGIIGA

FARMERS BURLEY WAREHOUSE
for sale of
LEAF TOBACCO

A GOOD
MACHIN:
rebuilt •
irantee
Main
•

Distributed by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.

KATHRYN GRAYSON, singing star for M-G-M, will
grace still another Technicolor musical when she appears in the forthcoming film,"The Kissing Bandit,
opposite another famed voice—Frank Sinatra.

Chat a ourglar would break into a
CHAPTER FOURTEEN
house unarmed, and then shoot
IT WAS a week Or two later the nouseholder with rus awn
that Ann came into the of- gun." he argued gently "After all,
fice a little late and a friendly if the man was a burglar, Ofthy
doled to be givon Thursday esters:pig
didn't he have his own gun? Why
copy boy, passing her tn the shoot Dan with Dan's own gun?"
but due to unfoiseen circumstances
under 'his
aisle, muttered
He waited for that to sink in
the program will be given Wednesbreath, -Step on it, Miss Clay- and then he added casually,"Added
day evening at five o'clock in the
ton-the boss has been yelling to which is the pertinent little fact
that as the ambulance men were
The -209' Club" of Murlay State Resital Hall at M. S. C. Those who
his head Off for you."
shoveling Dan into their cart, he College will present a repeat per. were unable to attend 'this perforTracy looked up at that moment recovered consciousness long
furmance of the musical program mance at the Woman's Club House
and Ills voice was snarp
enough to say that he shot himself
"Hi. Clayton. you're later
-by accident--whne cleaning his which was given at the Murray ,ire cordially invited to attend.
His eyes were cold and unfriend- eun-at four win.",Woman's Club House last Friday
•
Professor Gott will *also" direct
ly as she said hurriedly.'"I'm sorry
Ann was white and stHL Awl evenini under the direction of the A capella choir in a musical
-I messed the bus"
Tracy waited for a moment beta*
Prof. Joseph Cole
program to be given in chapel Wed-Wasn't Granamothere electric he added conversationally. "A MThe program was originally sine- nesday morping.
availeble?" he asked and before he ile odd, don't you think, to tie
could be answered he rushed as. cleaning a :sun at four am.? Even
-Would Julie Barton tall. Sp
II Julie hadn't sworn hysterically
Puzzled. Ann asked. "About that a prowler did the dirt"
what, for instance?"
"About the-at- prowler who
Ann was rememherine the took
broke into tier house and shot her on Dan's face when Julie had
husband." said Tracy curtly.
flown across the room to greet Lyn
Ann caught her breath and that Sunday afternoon, her exstared at bun.
preesion revealing to anyone who
-Dan Barton has been shot? cared to look that she went to
And by a prow:eel- she tamr: • • • crest her love. If Dan and Julie
and a little chill wind seemed to had quarrelled-1f lulu. dramatic
touch her suddenly.
anti hysterical as she might well
"So his hysterical wife assured a have been. had snatched Dan's
couple of radio car policemen at gunfour o'clock this morning." Tracy
Tracy said quietly. "She Is under
told her dryly.
a doctor's care and all reporters
Ann stared at him. puzoled and are barred. You as a friend, can
resentfuL "And you don't believe eet in. thoush. - So hop to it and
her?" She answered his tone see what you can pick up."
rather than his words.'
Ann caught her breath and did
"Do you?"
not know that she was wni'u as
Ann's chin went up a little and the copy-paper In an wieldy heap
her eyes matched his for chill "I 'on the desk tschind her.
have no reason to doubt her-why
"You -you mean -sneak In
should ryou''"
there under cover of being a friend
Tracy shregsred wearily. "Look. and-and write a story aboutClayton, you're a hist girl now, with what might have happened?" she
a Job and everything! Use your stammsred faintly.
head for something besides a restTracy's eyes were no longer cold:
ing place for those-zany hats you they were hot with ar.zer now and
wear! Julie Barton's a darned exasperation sharpened his voice.
sossJtlooking gal, which no one, "Wen. why the devil not'," he
knous better than Julie Barton! barked at her furiously. "Alter all.
Her husband is a good, solid, You're working on • newspaper.
steady. pia:Wing citizen: who Spat aren't you? Arid this story is very
seem as dull as last week's head- definitely news. ien't it? For Pete's
lines to her Also. Jolie has been fake, eiri act eoinc! Do you want
seen about quite a bit with a cer- to be. stt•oped by the crppesiti
„
tain good-lockine Ca.sanova named Twee.' got an 'In' because you
Frazier - a local medico -know klioW the nrincipa.ls, Scram. nowt"
him?"
"That's not true!" Ann blazed
ND when spe still seemed root1.0
furiously "Lyn is Julie's doctor.
eel to the spot, unable to move,
yes' But he and Dan are the best he with (I sternly. "Or shall
tla. Lk:
I
put
of frierxls-"
Li -ca on it' She'd do a bane-UP
"And of course Meters- doe's not jib-"
• fri:d
record any matinees whatever of
Ann wasn't
'best friends' milting V3A.Sr• at haAitUrned and waslistening. Flu
walkIne
out
'best friend:* wives--ob for Pete's 'of the ofnee into the
hall and into
sake, snap out Of the wide-eyed thee creaeffne old
- -4.444777744;•777-ww vv.
elevator.
babe act. Clayton! It's not treecmIn
toc
lobby
she
went
straight
to
ine's eriapped Tracy funuu.sly.
"I know' the Bertone.s stated the telephone, and railed Julie's
Arm curtly "I know Lyn Frazier. number. A moment 'ater a crisp.
In fact. I'm quite -probably [Sung starchy voice' identified itself as
to marry him." she ended reek- "Mrs. Barton's nurse."
"I'm sorry it welshd be quite int-pnesible for you to see Mrs. BarTRACY'S chair dropped back a ton." said the voice when Ann had
tt.lc and Ttaisy studied Ann introduced herself as a friend and
whieh .:titles you to a refund of the entire. purchase
so' . a renesed 1112r14.3. But not er asked if she aught see. or at least
volier Hope Chest on the purchase of
, trace. of warmth He was. every speak to Mrs Barton. "She is
price of your
nuar
and the doctor has forbid:
Outfit kom us. You can enjoy your Cavalier
Home
a
un
. den her to -speak •eii the telephone.
, see
areo
m'
rno
a
e-stuat(Sse
n(
.4
4,4
'
o';1Pe7ree
Cedar Hope ch st for months ... find out just how
; Man being, nor the
nor It's itnpossitxli for me to make any
I Lvn were of the sliehtest impors exceptions whatever." And before
wonderful it is. A d when the exciting day arrive, for
1 Lance to hibi. say'. es they affected Ann could manare any areunient.
home, just bring us your Cavalier
your o
ovtfitting
the telephone had clicked into its
the story he.wanted.
Refund Guarante Bond .. the entire amount you
-Well. Cell.- ne said heartily. in cradle.
Ann stood for a moment In the
and look what we offer
paid for your Cavalier Cedar Chest will be credited
-- a tone of pleased surprise."A story telephones
booth 'in Melecisien. It
' --;7...... ep you on your purchase of a home outfit at that time:
hot as Bader Isreak.s tome and I've would
obviously
do
no
good
to
go
a
ti'
Yo."11 want a Cavalier Cedar Hope Chest b
got the lump on it right here in
out to see Jul*.
And you keep your chest! Come by and osk about
nil office!"
.
•
it is so beautiful ... truly the gift of romance, th first.
The thought of Lyn cable to bee,
details of this thrilling offer. There is no oblilation of
He lerked back to his des!: and and she tried to put it away from
thrilling piece of furniture that every girl loves.
any kind to you.
barked out his orders.
eher. But it would not go. AJulie
And because we know that a Covolier Cedar Hope
"Hop out to the Barton dump beatnine radiantly at Lytrioteross
and- see ahat you can find out the room. with Dan's
Chest will give you a wonderful introduction to the
atchful
,. lice bite eye* upon her: Julie making no
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high quality of our merchandise, we make you this
secret of her infatuation for Lyn"Yore gct mote fur your furniture dollar than any other dollar you spend."
exciting
offer:
across
his and suddenly. Ann was out of the booth
Area's voice cut
silence-4 41.When you buy your Cavalier Ce-, fsr Hope
-and Atflar4 'swiftly nut --tine the
Pied
street and towards the office
you will receive a Cavolier Refund Guarantee Bond
UI
which housed len's
.
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w hbaYyt
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burglary?"p11
of ices.r)
rd
she demanded.
&tit Og.,.8torc. V;
Tracy stusied her for a moment
(70 be rontiliur d)
aro, nts vette!' •oecatne wit aria
(The
characters
in
rids
serial
Its
pleasant, though his esus Stayed
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USE OUR BUDGET PAYMENT FLAN
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cool and green
w.use Inn 11144. •
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"Oh, well. at •wetn.s a Intl. odd
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SEE SANTA

MONDAY, DECEMBER 20th
We are now receiving for that day
Sell where you get the most
Ninth and Findley
Paducah,Ky.
Phone 4931
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-THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

VSL.IHE

and Save INglaest
•-• '
FOR SALE-Streamlined electric FRUIT CAKES-Horne baked. Call
D8nc
train. Remote control, plenty of 374-M.
track. Like new. cheap. TeleD16c
phone 1192-R.

For Sale

FOR SALE-Dunliar custom mad,:
sofa. Chippendale sty4._ Telephone. 580-J.
D17c FOR SALE-New Christmas Cards
will be in Thursday. 315 N. 4th FOR RENT-Kroger Store at Third
D15p and Main, either or both rooms,
FOR SALE OR TRADE-1941 Olds- St. Phone 225-M.
mobile 4-door sedan, hydraulic
for a term of four years..Also vardrive, perfect condition.
Phone FOR SALE-Airline radio and Bee ious apartments from time
to
1120-J. See at 708 Main.
017p Vac vacuum cleaner-Mrs. D. L. time when vacant. Have three vaMSc cancies now. One concrete block
Divelbiss. Phone 176-W.
A GOOD DROP HEAD SEWING
house two miles east on 94, for
MACHINE, guaranteed, $29.50. 3 FOR SALE-Philco victrola phon- rent or sale-T. 0. Turner. D16c
rebuilt vacuum
cleaners with ograph, two years old,. Excellent
guarantee. 514.50. Phone 11204. condition'. Priced to sell Tele- FOR RENT-Neatly furnished two708 Main St.
D17p phone 407.
room apartment with Certric
stove, refrigerator and hot water.
PUBLIC SALE-December 17, 1948, FOR SALE - One pair of bed Phone 895-W or 415 North Sixth
at I o'clock at the L. D. Miller old springs, one mattress, two ward- Street.
D16c
home place twea miles north of robes. table. Must sell before Deunfurnishroom
RENT-Two
FOR
Lynn Grove on Browns Grove cember 17. Phone 654-M - 1605
waroad. Manure spreader with lime Hamilton Ave.
D15c ed apartment. Hot and cold
ter all time. Private entrance. Inattachment, hoe ctiltivator, disc
two section barrows, farm FOR SALE-New Perfection stove, quire at Ledgor & Times office
tf
wagon, riding plow. rastus plow, small oil heater for bedroom or if interested.

For Rent

•

coon foot harrow,--mele 4 years
old, smooth mare, corn, other farming implements. Maytag wzn.lier,
Frigidaire refrigerator, 7-ft.; Warfield piano, warm morr.:rig heater,
circulating heater, kitchen cabinet, two utility cabinets, wood
range, dresser and other household and kitchen furniture.- B.W. Miller, administrator.
F-T-W Dec.- 15c
. FRESH BROILERS raised under
the most sanitary conditions. Tender delicious meat that is guaranteed to please you. 2 1-2 pound
broiler.;. live weight, $1,25 each.Murray Hatchery_ Phone 3384.
•
F. M-F Dec 17c
PIANOS-Brand new Spinet In mahogany or walnut with
bench,
Used panes. $135 up. Delivered -Barry Edward-, 893 South
5th street. Paducah. Ky. Telephone 4431.
DIU-

bathroom. Phone 161.

D15c

I formance reports. All farmers who
have completed their seeding and
1 spreading of the material,received
!through the program should come
make' their, reports soon, If you
BY Q. 1). WILSON
have lime or phosphate that has
not been used try to get it spread
CORN LOANS
before' Dec. 31st. If you do not use
The Calloway County AAA Of- the lime or phosphate obtained
fice is taking applications for loans through the program it will have
on corn. The loan rate is $1.53 per to be charged against your allowbushel. Several loans have been ance for 1919.
processed and sent to a Bank at
Hopkinseille and five applicants
Xmas Trees Made Safer
have received their checks. It only
takes three days for checks to come
MINNEAPOLIS (UP) - Two
back from time of being mailed
Minneapolis ex-servicemen have
from this office. All interested in
corn loans should wait until you marketed a mixture called "Fyrhave your corn gathered then come Pruf." You spray the liquid on
to th" AAA Office and make an your Christmas tree botn to fireapplication
proof the treo and to help it reREPORTING PRACTIcES
tain its needles. The Minneapolis
fire department has tested and apCARRIED OUT IN 1948
We are now ready to take per- proved the mixture.
-

FOR RENT-Furnished apartment.
4 rooms and bath. Available December 15. Suitable for two people. Call Mrs. A. D. Butterworth.
DI5c
Phone 100.

SHEETROCK, VERY NICE, 10,000
feet.. $6.00 per hundred.
High
grade paints, doors, windows and
glass it money saving prices-Urban G. Starks, 12th and Poplar.
FOR RENT-Business house on
Phone 1142.
D15c
Available
east side of square.
B.
FOR SALE-One '48 model 5-tube February 16, 1949. - John
D15c
table model radio. Telephone Ryan.
•
387-W.
DlSe
FOR RENT-3-room furnished aACROSONIC PIANOS - Today's partment. Mrs. Dell Finney Utfinest spinet, Baldwin-Designed. terback, phone 231-W after 5:00
Baldwin-built, Baldwin-guaranteed p. m. Before 5 p.m. Telephone
D16c
Feezle Piano Sales 622 Broadway 1081.
Paducah. Ky.
D21c

at'006111
•
1 -Luzon savage
4-Tematied
9-Drunkard
12-Sodium chloride
13 -Fattened chicken
14-tquality
la-Supporta
17-Cephant's tusks
19-Lubricates
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Special!

Lamp Tables

Tilt Back

Lounge Chair

Lovely. teicely finished glass
top tables. Every home has
its need.

and Ottoman

$10.85

iiitiful. big and masL,i‘i

27
,
4
1
/

Cedar Chests

Mahogany

Secretary
ito•r

throp design.
drawers.

Three

Winfull

waterfall walnut
ly
chests, blonde finish, too.
Colonial maple and mahogany.
Prices Start at

Mahogany

Drop Leaf

Dinette Tables
In Mahogany
with extra
Est,
Duncan Phyfe style.

leaf.

Beautifully styled in ivory
finish. An item always needin every home. A lasting
gift.
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PEACE PLATE
Couple an old favorite dish with
a new twist in the recipe and it's
a sure guarantee for success at
your dinner table. Make this combination economical and it satisfies
' all the requirements for good 1948
cookery.
Monday's Peace Plate features
an American favorite-pork chops
, with apple, deservedly popular because apples lend tartness which
brings out the rich flavor of
browned pork. The new touch, and
a nutritious one, is a garnish of
hot plump cocked prunes on the
For economy, this
pork chops.
main course uses less expensive
shoulder chops instead of rib.
Even the apples In this Baked
Pork Chops with Fruit get a slightly different treatment today. Instead of apple sauce or baked apples for an accompaniment, the
browned chops are braised with
tart apples.
Prunes, like other dried fruit, are
in plentiful supply and are better
buys than many of our fresh fruits.
If you are limiting your use of
prunes to breakfast fruit or an occasional prune whip dessert, you
are missing opportunities for good

JO. 1 PIGSKIN COACHlennie Oosterbaan, who
guided Michigan to its secmd successive undefeated
:eason on the gridiron, was
:milled Coach of the Year
n the Scripps-Howard
-iewspapers' annual poll
Josterbaan succeeded Friti
3r1sier as mentor at Michigan this year. Crisler tool
the award last year.

Av

WRY Iv 01•■•• loo•••• •••••••••• Ins

eating, economically, at other
meals.
BAKED PORK CHOPS WITH
FRUIT
4 shoulder pork chops
Flour
Salt and pepper
2 tatlespoons fat
• tart apples
cup prune juice
12 cooked prunes
Sprinkle pork chops with Sour, salt
and pepper-brown in fat. Remove the
Chops and slice the cored tart apples in
the bottom of the pan. Place the browned
chops on the apples-add the prune juice.
Cover tightly and bake Slowly 1325
for about I hour or until the chops arc
tender. Add the prunes during tile last
'
few minutes of cooking. Serves 4.
MENU SUGGESTIONS: Glazed sweet
potatoes give added color to this menu
and their maid flavor Is a good contrast
for a tart Salad of Cooked green beans
and raw onion rings served with a spicy
French dresstng. For a dessert that's
tops in economy and taste appeal, conclude the meal with a steamed, egeless
molasses pudding plus an orange sauce.

FOOD TIPS: The shoulder chops
used in today's Peace Plate cost
less than rib chops but are just as
good in this unusual dish.
Other of the less expensive pork
cuts which you might want to try
are arm pork steak or blade pork
steak. Or, for a change, use a
slice of smoked picnic shoulder.

BUY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS
AT TERRIFIC SAVINGS
Standard Brand Watches and
Beautiful Diamond Rin7,3 at Bargain Prices

Complete aZock of

Expert Watch Repairing. Work Guaranteed
MONEY TO LOAN ON ALL VALUABLES
".S. GOOD S.,Stn.35
,TO EMPLOY.
DIS411.b -',VinRANS
-

Rickman's Jewelry Co. Pawnbrokers
Paducah,

206 Broadway

YOU'RE
LOOKING
AT THE

HEY-- W1-4Y ARE
YOU LOOK IN. SO
GOODY•GOOD,

NEW

Ky.

By Ernie Bushmiller

Double Exposure

NANCY

t

BE SURE TO LOOK OVER OUR STOCK
BEFORE YOU BUY

, ,
y
WELL,
,,o,i
',1 YA SURE
LOOK

"

OKAY--- LET'S
BOTH LOOK SU-0/
TOGETHER

SILLY

NANCY

By Raeburn Von Buret,

Hooked

ABBIE ma. SLATS

(

NOV NOil DON'T
GO AWAY MISS:::

SO THERE AIN'T NO SUCH THING AS A MERMAID. WELL, WHAT DO YOU CALL
THAT, POP- A FLOUNDER ?

•

CHOKEL'.)

Here's Cash for You
..,J--For Winter Clothes
Protect Your Health
From Head to Toes
Dotia4

$12.95

- •

-

-

C el

-
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-
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No, U S Po. 016/
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Lovely
Immr

Cocktail Tables
Handsomely designed, stun.;
ily built. Glass top. Denial1 walnut finish.

$12.95

•

Lei. ABNER

c,

Wee

AR GOT LI'L ABNER - BUT
AR COULDN'T SAVE TOTHER
PORE CRITTER-WHO IS
NOW MILES DEEP IN THEY
HORRIBLE
7,,
SLIMEfry-

$10.85

Pay a down payment on your purchases (no matProper clothing is essential to
good health. If you need extra cash to buy winter clothing, see us today

ter what they are) and have them delivered for
Christmas.
A
A

TH' BOY-SHMOOPrTHASS PROOF AN GOT
TI-1' REAL LI'L ABNER.!r
THEY SWEET, LOYAL,Lit
CRITTER WOULD NE
FOLLY ANYONE BUT ITS
.!"
MASTER.

^NV'

c_DAISY MAE GOT
LI'L ABNER,AN'
TH GIRL-SHMOO
GOT TH'BOY. SHMOOPr-CH,

(,HAPPY SADIE
HAWKINS DAY!!

COMMENCE TH' MARRYIN: \

Hrs

r
yet

.6

niviotate

ci\ •(-1 •
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p
•
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•,

4

MARRYIN'SAM!" HE'S DIRTY,
AN'MUDDY, AN'COVERED
\...11F SLIME-BUT AR IS
HIS'I•4, AN'
ALL
MINE!!

•
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KEACH FURNITURE CO

By Al Capp

Bringing Home the Bacon
AEI

BUY! NOW! Use our convenient payment plan.

P

'44
_ .
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GlaueViteat! Saue Meat! Saue the Peace!

Dining Chairs
Several lovely styles from
which to choose. A needtd
item in many a home. Buy
or Xmas,

Only $49.95
s way
Floor Lamps

(
/

Christmas Fireworks
HAYS FOOD
MARKET
16th and Main

$59.95

$1035

•

Read the Classified Ads.

:///,61

.

December 14. Tuesday-Senior recital. retital hall. 8:15 p.m. Baptist Student Union coffee time, 78 p.m.. BSU center.
December 15, Wednesday- Chapel,
MSC a caproella choir. Alpha sigma Alpha Mistletoe ball, open to
all students, 8:30 p.m., Student
Center.
December 16, Thursday-Basketball
game with Austin Peay. here, 8
p.m.
December 17, Friday - Basketball
game with Delta State. here, 8
p m.
noon
December II, Saturday
Christmas vacation begins.
January 3. Monday - Classes resume.

Lane

A

v „.,,..;;;//..,,..

College
Calendar

Only $39.95

.
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A "PEACE PLATE" F3R TODAY

IMMO
1 -Polsonoua end,
-Indo-tinlned t rid
3 -Permitted
4 -To burn emit hot
liquid
5 -Armed conflicts
11-Ouddem of h•rteat
T-Univeraai
language
5-Puzz,es
9 -Footprint
to-11-To •Itempt
IS -Mold a fa :aehood
la Musics
Instrument
20 To
21 -South AfrIcan fog
22 -Poesessor
23-Outlaw
24 -To avoid
33-More omthoua
27- Fortifies:Ion
10-Secured firmly
31 -Cubs
23- Mature
34-To tout
36.- Wander,
37 -Fermented 1111111.
19-Faction
40 - Wedge*,
41 -Natla• trete;
42 - Arabic letter
43 -To rosk
44-To utter
47-A adte lbbf I

is

le.

Office for Food and Feed Conservation Suggests:

TA

WISNMA OMU
WCIEL4a3 ALICA
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at KEACH'S in Hopkinsville ..

GIVE SOMETHING
FOR THE NOME
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ENIX CARPENTER SHOP - ReROWLAND Refrigeration Sales and ttnishing and cabinet building, at
Telephone
prices.
Service. Supplies. Phone 9934. reasoner:de
D22p
Hazel Highway, one block south 1161-R.
of Sycamore Street
tt
Turkeys and
WANT TO BUY
chickens. Will pay market price.
Shroat Brothers Meat Market, 109
D17c
North Fifth.
Direct Route Kentucky to Michigan
Fastest Tillie-Th(11 MUMS-Shortest Route
WANTED-Some one to live in
All Sc its Reser:ed - Radio for Your Pleasure - Pillow Service
Daily Schee:di:. - Lv Muri•ay 11 00 a m., Ar. Detroit 5 45 am.
house with elderly couple, preferably a man and his wife. Can furFare 310.116. without tax - Make beat Reservations Early
For blormation Call
nish land for crop if desired, if not
Murray Bus Terminal
Paducah Bus Terminal
will furnish two or`three private
451
Phons 604
rooms with private entrance, and
liberal wages. A good proposition
to the right party. - Write or see
t'ildXsise'inIfIYXXV
A. R. Raspberty. Hazel. Ky.. Rt. 2.
or phone Eva Curd through Hazel.
D17p
collect.

THIS CHRISTMAS

.4

8

1 116:WHIll S CI /7
It/ .

gUkil UgM 00WqM
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MP BLIWUM

'35-Conjunction
20-Picture pudla
31 -Mongrel
32-Pronoun
33-One who la borne
34-impolite
33-Adtent
37-More spacious
3a-enclosed
39-To chant
40 -To dud eagerly
42-Tarries
45-Sunt
46-To erode
49-Meadow
49-FootlIke part
SO-Matrons
51-Pigpen

premium
21 Intimidated
23 -Spread by report
26 - Fled to reverend
27 -Royal
31-Chinese nine

BROOKS BUS LINE

•

4555685

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Wanted --I

Services Offered

.I

A.A.A. NOTES

49

-INANCE CORPORATION Of KY
4118r
'

Incorporated
"The Big Store-9 Floors-Keach's Has It"
yAhhilihhhhilthhhhhhhhhhhhhhlaYailihhhhhhhhhailkhhhh*-2i),2.
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FACE SIX

THE LEDGER & TD1'..7:. MURRAY, KENTI'CKY

Ex-Service Men's
News
Many subsisteace c'hecks. mailed.
each month to veterans studying
in schools and collet-2s mider the.
G.. I. Bill and Public Law 16 must
be returned because the, veteren
moved and failed te.tafurm Veter-,
ans Administration promptly of his
new address, VA reported today.
Federal law prohibits mail carriers from forwerding a' government check from ore address to
another. It must be deliveredeti the
address on the ch:ck.
Checks which cannot be delivered
must be returned to the Treasury
Department and held there until
the veteran submits a change of address card io the VA regional office holding his records.

0

4114)uttl c oose
hersett
Let us show you individual pieces,
Educe settings, complete sets in
this famous solid silver. For
a gift to please a lovely hostess
tor a whole famil?'i nothing could
be more appropnate. Yet Towle
Sterling. for all its distinctive
beauty, is zac,t expensive.

_Nagel & Meyer
301 Broadway

Paducah, Kentucky

DECEMBER 13, 1948

Office for Food and Feed Conservation Suggests:

KENTUCKIAN FOUND IN
CREEK IN NEW YORK
NIAGARA FALLS. NEW YORK
—Niagara County Coroner James
Hoary says he will issue a certificate of accidental death for Milton
West. 32. of Hazard, Ky., whose
body was recovered from a creek.
West's body was found floating
beneath a railroad bridge. Authorities say he apparently slipped into
the water while walking on the
bridge.
;

A "PEACE PLATE" FOR TO9Alf
Sagolaisdatt SeasMaisti Sessilt•Peacet
WEDNUDAY PEACE PLATE

Beef pot roast with dumplings
Beef Pot Re- ti
glistening in rich brown sauce can
with Carrots and Dumplings
fit a slim budget—if you buy chuck,
Turnips
U. S Grade Good or Commercial.
Escarole Salad
Horseradish Dressing
Chuck is solid meat with only a
moderate amount of waste. And it's Compote of Peaches and Grapefruit
FOOD TIPS: U. S. Grades Good
an economy cut. .
and Commercial,the grsacie below
If your grocer advertises it at 49 Goad — are conservation grades.
cents.; a pound—as some do—it's a They save grain and sate your
good meat buy. And you can ex- money.
tend the flavor. Fluffy duraplings
Beef of these grades comes from
and savory carrots extend this pot animals fed less grain than they
roast.
need to rate crimiaeor choice—the
highest grades.
Hospitalized veteran? are comBEEF POT ROAST WITH
Right now we're short of feed
pleting their Christmas shopping
DUMPLINGS
grains. And so we don't get as
early and easily this year through
2 lb.. beef chuck roast
much beef with that marbling of
ts lb. sa!t cork
the cooperation of veterans organiF•?:, tielsoer. desr
fat through the lean which gives us
sations and other civic and frater- •
2 table•peon• eashing tat
prime add chcice meat. The pronal groups who have sponsored free
I., rap sliced on...n
portions of lean and fat help deterI tee...poen rarsley
gifts shops in *Veterans Administ3 cops ocer
mine the grade.
ration hospitals in Ohio. Michigan
• carrots, at in half
It you And U. S. Grade Commerand Kentucky.
To sine the pot roast richnees and Savor, cial in your market. it shou!d cut
These shops enable the patient
"lard" it by inserting stripe of Nth pork less than "Good."
For it has less
with • lersiinz need:.. If you du sot have
to sele:t gifts without expense
"finish." Similarly, U. S. Grade
tbi• 'midget. out
which may be sent to his family or. in strips if pork.slits in the magi •nd
"Good" costs less than "Choice."
sweetheart. The hospital recreation
These lower grades of beef make
Season meat, dredge with floor and
staff and volunteer workers are on
bronn In fat. Ad] enlan. parsley and good eating if skillfully cooked.
writer.
Cover
and
,
Rimer
ho.arli, until They take long slew cook:na with
hand to assist in the selection—gift
meat is terrier. Al.] turrets,. and cook
wrap. address and mail the premoist heat—in a little water, tightly
one halt boor longer.
sents. In addition, mobile gift carte
Make &Implies" iscenr.Png. to your fav- covered. And that means braisinr
make the rounds of the wards, enorite recipe and dr.; fr-ro a spoon into or stewing.
is. broth. Copli fur l'. minutes in a tightMoist heat helpe give meat tenabling bedridden patients to partily domed pan without /it'tire the rei.er.
derness. And flavor is developed
cipate in the novel Christmas shopServe the meet curt-untied by the .10.p.
ping service.
lines. You inay wish to thicken the Irian' by browning — and adding vegetables.
,lightly. Servos 4..
'Questions and Answers
Q Are the widower. and children
of a woman veteran entitled to pension at her death'
A. Under present laws, a widower
is not entitled, but survivi ip chil- Starter For Jet Planes
to-fore engineers have been able to
dren may be entitled to pengion.
A self-starter at List has been de-f make steam or water obey the raQ. My son was killed in action veloped for jet plevnes.
t:.iA
dial inward flow principlc
during World War II. Am I entitled
Up until now jet planes had to is the Lrst time it has succesefulie
to compensation'
be started by ground crews uith been used with pas.
A. You are entitled to compensa- cumbersome equipment including
The starter will not be installed
tion, provided dependency can be heavy batteries. A jet:gilane foreed4 ia present jet planes but will be
shawn. Der.pendency will be held down far from ne base was as tee- put in new ,xpt_rtriwal
to exist if you do not have suffi- less as if it,, had run out of fueL. Premiss For Leprosy
cient income to provide reasonable
The new self-starter was develA Jaranese physician thinks the
maintenance for yourself and your
oped by the United States •Nevy. new American drug, proinne may
family.
It c..rsists of a small gas turbine' turn out to be the long hoped for
K While in the Army, I had a weighing 88 pounds and a 20-potind I cure for leprosy.
dependency allowance • m
Dr. Ryoichi Yajima said-he- inther. I am now attendir.g school equipment will work with beth I
jected Promin in an 10-yea?-old
under Public Law 346 Is it nec,-s- Jet engines and turbojets. It is
leprosy patient six time...s weekly
sat7 for me to re-esteblish depen- peeled t werk at all temperatures. for seven
months. The patieit steladency of my mother?
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Many thousands of wise father.
husbands and sons know there is n.
re thou:4;111W 4 hristmas gift that
a U. S. Savings Bond. So put you,
dollars into Savings Bonds because
they are the safest. soundest invest
nient you ran make for those yin
hoe. Lsery dollar is guaranteed by
the go.ernntent and the •alur itt
creases illegally. For every $3 you pay
today returns $1 in just ten years
Von should he enrolled for the Pay
roll Sayings Plan where you work, 01
if sel(-eniployed, fur the Rood-a.
Month Plan where you bank. Fiche,
way you will be clowning a winner
I'S. TreasurN Depart men
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VARSITY THEATRE
"The Love of Carmen."
i Hr. 38 Min.)
Feature Sterts: 1:13-3:09-5:05-7:018:57.
CAPITOL THEATRE

VOU;

Buster Brown
Air Step
Roblee

-My Wild Irish Rose."
.1 Hr. 40 Min./
Feature Starts: 1:41-4:07-6:33-8:59.
Use our Classified Ads — The,
get the business
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a gift certificate and a beautifully packaged
miniature plastic gift shoe. Redeemable any time
... allows the recipient to choose a favorite
style from our complete stocks.
Ask about our gift shoe plan today!

Cameo

Hos, $k,sp — $1.65 — $1.95

ADAMS SHOE STORE
106 South Fifth
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Santa, You're a Sweetheart 'Cause You Always
Remember I Want
LINGERIE from VINCENT'S
Pretty lingerie is irresistible to every feminine heart -- and sure to win
her Christmas affections when she spies the box labeled "Vincent's- then she'H know you were thoughtful to choose the finest, most
beautiful lingerie in town! All bear famous narites, she'll recognize
with delight.

T

VARSITY
JOAN CRAWFORD says
"It Lett He breathless!
Barbara Stanwyck's *formsince deserves a nomination tor the 4cademy Awardr.
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TUCKS AWAY
ON ANY SHELF

RITA HAYWORTH : GLENN FORD
in —

"THE LOVES OF CARMEN"
in TECHNICOLOR

CAPITOL
$59.95

•

HIS portable Speed Queen Ironette will save her hours and
hours of ironing board drudgery! It will do all her ironing
in less than half the time, while she is"comfortably stated.
Equipped with foot "press" control — thermostat — pilot light
—and dual pressure-support. Roil is 22 inches. Built by the
world's largest manufacturer of ironing machines.

T

MAYFIELD, KY.
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What more attractive and practical gift than fine shoes
this Christmas? And so easy to buy! Just purchase

because we don't have unlimited
oil reserves whereas our coal supplies may be almost inexhaustible.
Rhea says we won't return to
burning coal as solid fuel, but will
cerivert it te electricity at or near
the mine lines and pipe the electricity by high power lines.
He predicts that synthetic oils
and whale oils soon will replace
natural gasoline in a large degree.
Rhea thinks the eh:mac back to
coal-generated electricity for teat_
ing and power will take several
decades.
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MURRAY APPLIANCE COMPANY
Murray, Kentucky
Telephones 1171 and 851-M
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